REHEAPA Summer Solstice 2011

By Lee A. Breakiron

THE SASSER ZINES, PART TWO
The eighth issue of REH: Two-Gun Raconteur (REH: TGR) appeared in the fall of 2005, 3 years and
four issues into the 21st century revival of editor and publisher Damon C. Sasser’s long-running Robert E.
Howard semi-pro fanzine, and the third issue of five on a semiannual schedule. Coming in at 40 pages
plus tan-tinted covers, it presents art by Gene Day (front cover), Esteban Maroto (back cover), Bill
Cavalier (inside covers), Greg Ruth, Stephen Fabian (with a six-page portfolio on REH’s heroes and
heroines), and David Burton, in a run of 250 copies with a cover price of $10.50.
The Howard feature is the African adventure “Black Country.”
Advancing the frontiers of REH scholarship, as always, is Glenn Lord with his article “Herbert Klatt:
The Fourth Musketeer” on one of the more obscure of Howard’s correspondents. The name of Herbert C.
Klatt did not surface until Lord identified him as the fourth attendee, besides REH and his other literaryminded friends and correspondents, Tevis Clyde Smith, Bob, and Truett Vinson, of a wild party at
Smith’s uncle’s ranch on 26 December, 1925, the one time Howard and Klatt met. Klatt was the
inspiration of the character “Hubert Grotz” in REH’s semi-autobiographical novel Post Oaks and Sand
Roughs (Grant, 1990). Much of the information in the article comes from a slender file of letters from
Klatt to Smith that Smith’s nephew, Roy Barkley, made available to Lord after Smith’s death in 1984.
Klatt started writing for the amateur papers of the Lone Scouts, a group that functioned as an alternative
to the Boy Scouts of America in areas where the latter did not exist. A farmer himself, Klatt wrote for
various farm magazines, but was too impecunious to get all the books he craved. He also contributed to
The Junto, the same tiny-run literary journal that REH contributed to. One of his poems survives in
REH’s zine, The Right Hook #2 of 1925. Klatt’s death in May, 1928, probably from tuberculosis, the
same disease that would take Howard’s mother, deprived REH of a friend, us of information about both,
and the Texas literary scene of one of its promising lights. Lord’s article quotes REH’s poignant letter to
Smith, circa May, 1928, in which Howard says, in part:
Where are the sunrises and the sunsets, the lights and the shadows, the sting of winds,
the vivid shifting of radiances and colors, when a man is dead?
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Yet the body of him will go back to the elements again; he will throb with life in the
sap of a tree, in the haze of the heat. Flowers and hot grain will spring up and wave and
live and the essence of their being will be the essence of him. (p. 16)
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The issue continues with the second and final part of REHupan Danny Street’s “A Dark Gray
Heritage: A Collective Study of Robert E. Howard’s Cimmerians.” Street explores the skills, attitudes,
and experiences of Conan and his countrymen, employing numerous quotes from REH’s writings and
discussing REH’s inspiration for Cimmeria and the historical basis of its people. Unfortunately, the piece
is flawed by typos.
Concluding the issue is the article “Restless Hercules, Wild Planet,” a comprehensive review and
history of REH’s unfinished novel Almuric by Sword & Sorcery expert and REHupan Morgan Holmes.
Surveying the contemporary sword-and-planet field, Holmes notes that Howard was very familiar with
scientific romance and interplanetary adventure of the sort written by Edgar Rice Burroughs, 12 of whose
books he owned. Burroughs’s world of Pellicidar was more likely the inspiration for REH’s world of
Almuric than Burroughs’s Barsoom, he says, but declares that Howard’s novel was not a pastiche, but a
unique effort in its own right:
Howard did not pastiche Burroughs’ A Princess of Mars, but attempted to do something
different by bridging the sword-and-planet novel with lost prehistoric worlds stories like
Burroughs’ At the Earth’s Core or Edison Marshall’s Dian of Lost Land. While the novel
is certainly not The Hour of the Dragon, it is the work of a powerful imagination and the
earlier portion will give attentive readers an insight into the thoughts of Robert E.
Howard at the time he wrote it. (p. 40)
Howard aborted Almuric one paragraph into Chapter 11, perhaps because of his perception that he could
not write science fiction of the type that would be accepted by pulp magazines like Astounding Stories,
which had rejected his “Valley of the Lost,” or perhaps that Almuric would not have satisfied British
publisher Denis Archer, to whom REH later submitted The Hour of the Dragon. Fellow pulp writer and
Howard agent Otis Adelbert Kline may have urged REH to try his hand at writing interplanetary
adventure, but the unknown author who completed Almuric was most likely not Kline but pulp writer
Otto Binder, says Holmes, based on stylistic and fiduciary evidence.
Sasser had clearly hit his stride with REH: TGR #8, and would maintain it throughout the remaining
issues. For the 30th anniversary issue, he decided to try devoting the contents to a single theme, that of
REH’s female characters, with all the articles written by female fans. This was not without challenge,
since, though Howard’s yarns are well populated with female characters that run the gamut from
protagonists like Valeria to concubines in secondary roles, most of REH fans were male. “Most spouses
and significant others are ‘Howard widows,’ not really getting into his writings,” Sasser states. “I’m
hoping this issue will change that and gain Howard more fans among the fairer sex.” (p. 3)
REH: TGR #9, dated spring 2006, sported a yellow-tinted cover of Dark Agnes by Fabian, a back
cover by Cavalier (of Helen Taveral), inside front and back covers by Robert Sankner, and interior art by
Joe Werhle, Fabian, Burton (doing a four-page portfolio of “Conan’s Women”), Maroto, and Cavalier.
Again, the print run was 250 and the cover price $10.50.
Leading off was the REH short story “The Shadow of Doom,” reprinted from Lord’s The Howard
Collector #8.
Linda Melchione makes her second appearance with a perceptive, empathetic review of the REH
biopic The Whole Wide World (1996). Praising Michael Scott Myers’s script based on the memoir One
Who Walked Alone: Robert E. Howard, the Final Years (Grant, 1986) by Howard’s sometime girlfriend
Novalyne Price Ellis, Melchione comments: “In her quest to glean advice from one that she perceived to
be a professional, [Ellis] found herself developing an affection and loyalty to this man who intrigued her
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with his nonconformity and maverick style. She was intrigued, baffled, and exasperated all at the same
time.” (p. 7) In an understanding tone difficult to disagree with, Melchione states: “If Novalyne had truly
loved Howard, I wish with all my heart that she could have stayed by his side and made him know that he
was not walking alone.” (p. 8)
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Jessica Amanda Salmonson returns with “Dark Agnes: A Critical Overview of Robert E. Howard’s
‘Sword Woman.’” Admitting to being a long-time REH fan, she starts off underestimating him:
Robert E. Howard was a great storyteller. Perhaps not a skilled writer in technical terms,
but nonetheless, his fiction is powerful in an awkward, honest, direct manner – not unlike
many of his heroes. (p. 11)
Unfortunately, this passage, from an earlier version of this article [1], was later quoted in the
Contemporary Authors (Gale, 1989) entry for REH. Salmonson continues, however, with a spirited
defense of REH’s talent for doing what few adventure writers can do, namely depict strong women. And
he did it in a time when underestimation of women prevailed – the male-dominated era of pulp writing.
Salmonson is occasionally stridently feminist in using terms like “misogyny,” “fascism,” and “prick” for
this bias, but she is correct that women had rarely been portrayed as positively and strongly in adventure
fiction as REH had characterized Belît in “Queen of the Black Coast” or Agnes de Chastillon in “Sword
Woman.” “Through much of his fiction he seems fundamentally naïve about women,” Salmonson says,
“yet comparatively far less exploitive in the way his female characters are depicted.” (p. 11) She does
fault REH for, in the Dark Agnes story “Blades for France,” going too far to establish Agnes’s
shapeliness and beauty:
With Howard it seemed to be the only way he knew to establish the fundamental
normalcy and logic of Agnes’s choices. He never conceived the notion of androgynous
beauty, nor seemed to realize “beauty” itself is cultural. (p. 12)
Her last statement is debatable, though. Beauty is no mere figment of cultural imagination, but a genetic
marker, however unfairly, of good health in a prospective mate. And how realistic does fantasy need to
be, anyway, especially considering the target audience? Howard’s traditional interpretation of beauty is at
least as valid as that of Salmonson, who went as far as changing her own gender.
Following this are four articles by women who found something in REH’s writings to admire and draw
them in, despite Howard’s reputation as a writer of fiction appealing only to males. Ann Poore, as a
distressed, tomboyish teenager, found solace and escape in Howard’s larger-than-life characters and
intense, emotional writing style. Doris J. Salley found reading and collecting REH and similar authors to
be the key to total immersion in a world far more exciting than everyday life. Nancy A. Collins takes her
fellow fantasy authors to task for dismissing REH stories as little more than adolescent wish-fulfillment,
saying: “The Sword & Sorcery fan is the reader who is looking for something visceral, immediate, and
real” (p. 27), not the latest multi-volume, leisurely quests cranked out by the writers of modern High
Fantasy, such as those who attend World Fantasy Conventions. The truth of her stance was clearly seen
later the same year, when the movers and shakers of that convention failed to give well-deserved awards
to nominees Glenn Lord, for his scholarship and championing of REH, and Leo Grin, for his REH
prozine The Cimmerian, even though REH was ostensibly a theme of that colloquium during the
centennial year of Howard’s birth. Collins states:
What has always set Howard’s prose style apart from that of other fantasy writers is its
sheer muscularity … [D]espite [their] leanness, his descriptive passages possess the
grace and agility of a boxer, and pack the same punch. His prose might be purple on
occasion, but you could never call it ponderous. (p. 28)
Finally, Jennifer Roson, initially attracted to REH by geographical propinquity, ascribes her growing
appreciation for Howard to his success at the daunting task of organizing his fantasies into actual stories
and then making a living at writing them. “Life was hard at the turn of the century. One survived by
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working hard, and artistic whims were a luxury that few cared to indulge in.” (p. 31) Even so, she does
not blame his suicide on a sudden lapse of judgment. During his mother’s final illness, his “heroes and
adventurers fell silent. For all their brave deeds and battles, none could save him now. At this
confrontation of stark reality, Howard was unable to see beyond the tragedy that he had built up in his
mind for years as the Final Event.” (p. 32)
Benjamin Szumskyj, who co-edited the issue, adds a short survey spotlighting the growing number of
REH’s female fans and the female REH characters that often appeal to them, though the article is, as
usual for him, marred by grammatical errors.
Scott Sheaffer closes the issue with a review of REH’s The Moon of Skulls (Wildside, 2005), for a total
page count of 36 plus covers. Unfortunately, page 13 was mistakenly replaced by a duplicate of page 12,
but Sasser was quick to issue a replacement page [2].
Sasser continued to upgrade his products, which henceforth would boast color covers and increased
page counts. His next entry was a second issue of his The Chronicler of Cross Plains zine, which, as we
recall, has a somewhat wider focus than REH: TGR as regards fantasy and art, including those by authors
and artists influenced by Howard. Dated the fall of 2006, issue #2 comes in at 56 pages plus covers,
though in the desktop-edited and contractor-printed format of REH: TGR rather than in the offset-printed
format of CCP #1. With a cover price of $19.50 and a print run of 300, CCP #2 was published especially
in time for the REH centenary and its celebration at Cross Plains, Texas. Jeff Easley painted the front
cover, Burton drew the back cover, and Rafael Kayanan did the inside covers. The interior art is by
Burton, Cavalier, Fabian, Sankner, Michael L. Peters (including a four-page portfolio illustrating
“Shadows in Zamboula”), Wehrle, and Kayanan.
Sasser highlights the centenary surge of REH-related publications in his editorial, and mentions the
devastating fire that had struck Cross Plains the previous December and the acquisition of Howard
Properties, which had controlled the publishing rights to non-public-domain REH, by the large
international corporation Paradox Entertainment. The latter would result in a spate of even more books
and gaming products, as well as, unfortunately, two un-Howardian movies featuring Solomon Kane and
Conan.
The Howard feature is the Wild Bill Clanton story “Desert Blood.”
REHupan Tim Arney submits a piece focusing on Howard’s unflagging interest in the historical Picts.
By his own admission, REH found little to admire in the race as far as their swarthy, “apelike” appearance
or battle prowess, but the more he indulged his avid interest in history in general, and in Scottish history
in particular, the more sympathy he felt for them. And so, in a series of stories, he gave them a glorious
history and a great king, one Bran Mak Morn. “Sometimes I think Bran is merely a symbol of my own
antagonism against the [Roman] empire” (p. 16), Howard said, consistent with his belief in personal
freedom and populist politics. Looking for historical references REH might have used, Arney examines
contemporary accounts of the Picts, finding much of it to be inaccurate by today’s standards. However,
he does single out one passage, by the Celt St. Gildas the Wise, likening Picts to “dark hordes of worms”
which Arney believes might have inspired Howard when he wrote “People of the Dark,” “Children of the
Night,” “The Valley of the Lost,” and one of his best stories, “Worms of the Earth.”
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After a fan-fiction homage to REH’s boxing stories by John Norse, there comes the essay “‘Black
Stone’ in a Red Setting: Howard’s Midsummer Night’s Dream” by the late Steven Tompkins, a REHupan
who penned so many fine essays in The Cimmerian journal and blog and elsewhere, as well as notable
book introductions. This piece shows him in fine form as the well-read, perceptive reviewer and incisive
critic that he was, buttressing his arguments with references to literature, history, and even politics, and
studding the article with clever quotes, insights, and turns of phrase. He endorses Lovecraft critic E. P.
Berglund’s opinion that REH’s story “The Black Stone” is the strongest Cthulhu Mythos story not written
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by H. P. Lovecraft, at least by 1973. Tompkins also agrees with essayist Robert M. Price when the latter
says, “There is much of the atmosphere of Dracula about it as of Cthulhu.” (p. 32), adding:
Usually regarded as an example of Howard’s trying to emulate someone else, “The Black
Stone” is in fact an artifact of a period when he felt free to turn his truest self loose and
was rewarded for wielding his characteristically tapered and honed sense of historical
conflict on the printed page. (p. 32)
Even though REH disparaged the story as a “feeble and blunderingly crude” effort to copy Lovecraft’s
style (p. 36), Tompkins emphasizes the hyperactive passion and other differences from HPL that would
make “it easy to imagine [Weird Tales editor] Farnsworth Wright finding it necessary to loosen his
collar.” (p. 36) Tompkins also points out that the story is unique in REH’s output in having such a
transparent, inactive narrator in a setting both immediate and unreal. The article is the definitive
treatment and assessment of this Howard tale.
Fantasy author Charles R. Saunders appears next in the issue with “Mzee,” a story about the early
childhood of his hero Imaro from Nyumbani, an alternate reality version of Africa.
Then REHupan Gary Romeo covers the historical background to REH’s longest, and one of his few
serious, westerns, “Vultures of Wahpeton.” Romeo traces Howard’s increasing divergence from the
story’s historical basis as he worked to portray his protagonist as a “soulless and deadly” gunfighter
tempted by greed who, suffering a great loss, thereby purged himself of evil. Almost as an appendix to
this article is a piece by REHupan Rusty Burke on the publication history of the story, who notes the
frequent misspelling of its title as “Vultures of Whapeton,” often preceded by “The.” “Considering it is
one of Howard’s greatest western yarns,” Burke states, “it’s regrettable he wasn’t able to place it in a
better paying market.” (p. 52)
Concluding the issue is critic Don Herron’s review of Dennis McHaney’s lavishly illustrated Robert E.
Howard: World’s Greatest Pulpster (Lulu.com, 2005), saying that McHaney has “provided a visually
magnificent overture for the Howard centennial this year … giving the great Texas fantasist yet more of
his due.” (p. 53)
REH: TGR #10 is dated the winter of 2006 but came out in time for the World Fantasy Convention
that fall, starting a slip from a semiannual schedule, but an understandable one in view of the production
of CCP #2. Running 52 pages plus covers, #10 also shared CCP #2’s cover price of $19.50 and print run
of 300, to which Sasser had raised because of good sales. The front cover is a painting of Turlogh
O’Brien by Peters; the inside covers are by Fabian and the back cover by Day, with Bo Hampton, Burton,
Cavalier (with a four-page portfolio illustrating scenes from REH poems), David Wenzel, and Wehrle
doing the inside art.
Opening the issue is REH’s detective story “The Voice of Death,” its second appearance.
REHupan Chris Gruber contributes a poem, after which Sasser publishes his “The Swift and the
Doomed: The Corruption of the Short Version of ‘Three-Bladed Doom.’” This story by Howard had
been extensively rewritten by Byron Roark, editor of the zine REH: Lone Star Fictioneer. Roark had
revealed his tampering to Sasser at the Houstoncon of 1977 [3], though he had concealed its extent. After
30 years, Sasser was finally able to obtain a copy of REH’s original typescript, enabling him to enumerate
Roark’s numerous emendations, which Sasser proceeds to list in detail. Roark’s needless changes,
especially at the end of the story, only serve to make the prose more purple and the story less realistic and
satisfying. And Roark’s tampering is all the more perplexing in view of his own condemnation of
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posthumous collaborations in REH: LSF #3. Sasser’s article was nominated for a Cimmerian Award for
best essay in 2007. The original text of the story’s short version was finally published in El Borak and
Other Desert Adventures (Del Rey, 2010).
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Next, REH poetry expert and REHupan Frank Coffman places a poem of his own, and REHupan
Matt Herridge appears with an essay drawing parallels between Solomon Kane and Christ, though a
version of the Messiah that was more like the Jewish conception: “warlike, a man that would destroy
their enemies while enforcing their law.” (p. 31) Not particularly religious, if at all, Howard knew the
Bible, but wouldn’t be expected in his writings to hew too closely to the nature of any biblical characters.
Tompkins weighs in again with not just one but two essays. The first, “Green Roaring Tides of the
Atlantean Sea: Kull’s Emerald Epic,” is an analytical and pictorial tour de force tracing the role of sea
imagery and the legend of Atlantis in Howard’s fiction, especially about Kull, whom Tompkins singles
out among Howardian protagonists as the one most clearly linked to the sea. “The rare gift of an
Atlantean heritage perhaps helps to explain Howard’s rare gift for melodic or threnodic sea-songs. There
was nothing landlocked about his imagination …” (p. 34), Tompkins says, noting that REH often imbued
the ocean with a life and a malign intelligence of its own. As he so often did, Tompkins leaves the
impression that his is the last, definitive word on the subject.
Closing the issue is Tompkins’s second essay, on the Imaro novels of Charles Saunders, whose
publication was just getting back on track after a long hiatus. Saunders had tackled the blatant racism
which has been common in fantasy stories before [4], but he was now addressing it by writing his own,
about a black hero set in an alternate reality version of Africa that is far more realistic than the Africa of
Haggard or Burroughs. “In genre fiction the sincerest form of flattery is not imitation but emulation,
being inspired by a major influence but channeling that inspiration in a self-respecting fashion,”
Tompkins states. “As an exemplar of emulation at its best, Imaro is a much more trueborn heir to Conan
than Conn, the bratty princeling inflicted on sword-and-sorcery by de Camp and Carter in their Conan of
Aquilonia novelettes.” (p. 45)
There were some formatting errors in the issue, but all in all, this was the best one to date. Better still
was yet to come.
The next issue, #11, appeared in the summer of 2007, coming in on the light side at 36 pages plus
covers, but with a cover price of only $15.50. It was now subtitled “the Definitive Howard Journal”
rather than “… Fanzine.” The print run was still 300. The cover, of Solomon Kane, was painted by
Hampton. The back cover was by Fabian, the inside covers by Richard Pace, and the interior art by
Cavalier, Michael Kaluta, Wehrle, Burton, and Peters, the latter doing a four-page portfolio illustrating
“Beyond the Black River.”
After REH’s short story “A Touch of Color” (its second appearance), Saunders discusses the black
kingdoms of the Hyborian Age. He reveals that, in spite of the racism he encountered in Howard’s
works, it was REH who inspired him to write fantasy fiction. “Yet even as I railed against Howard’s
racism in any fanzine that would print my comments,” he says, “I had to admit that REH’s grasp of
African history was impressive.” (p. 9)
In “An Atlantean Book Burning,” REHupan Rob Roehm compares the texts of the stories in the
Lancer paperback King Kull (1967) and the Baen paperback Kull (1995) with that of the Del Rey edition
Kull: Exile of Atlantis (2006). Lin Carter had edited the first book, and the second book supposedly had
its text “restored,” but only the third contained pure REH. Roehm found Carter’s changes, though not
extensive, to have gone far beyond what was necessary, and only part of them were corrected in the Baen
edition.
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Bibliographer Leon Nielsen then submits a piece in which he opines that the famous Frank Frazetta
painting of a musclebound, brutish Conan on the pivotal paperback Conan the Adventurer was probably
not an accurate portrayal of REH’s hero. Cimmerians, he argues, would probably have been more
athletic, lithe, and wiry, considering their origins.
Danny Street returns with another well-researched article, this time on the different types of lotus
(black, golden, gray, purple, white, and yellow) that Howard employed in his Conan and other stories,
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each with particular influences on humans that often figured in the plots. Street prefaces this survey with
an overview of the lotus plant in history, mythology, and literature in general, about which Howard was
clearly well versed.
Morgan Holmes concludes the issue with a review of the Joe Lansdale-scripted five-issue series
“Conan and the Songs of the Dead” from Dark Horse Comics. He declares that, though Lansdale often
brings a trademark mix of humor, horror, and general weirdness to his stories, he evinces little or no
affinity, preparation, or care in this disappointing sequence.
Leo Grin reviewed issue #11 in The Cimmerian Blog on 6 November, 2007.
Though dated autumn of 2008, REH: TGR #12 actually debuted in time for Howard Days that June, a
schedule Sasser would continue to adhere to as the publication rate slipped from semiannual to annual.
He later attributed this to slow sales of #11 [5]. Peters painted Red Sonya of Rogatino for the front cover.
Timothy Truman did the back cover and Nathan Furman the inside covers. Jim and Ruth Keegan
illustrated the REH feature, the fight yarn “Fists of the Revolution” (its second appearance). The rest of
the inside art was by Jim Ordolis (with a four-page portfolio inspired by REH’s horror stories), Cavalier,
Truman, Wehrle, Peters, Barry Windsor Smith, and Clayton Hinkle. The print run was cut to 250, the
page count increased to 48 plus covers, and the cover price raised back to $19.50, where it would stay
through the next two issues.
The issue finally features another letter column, something Sasser had always been trying to promote,
to the point of giving free issues to any letterhacks. Leon Nielsen pens a favorable review of the previous
issue, mentioning that Saunders essay on Africa had taken him back to the days he had spent in Darfur.
This was just part of his active, athletic life, one that had sadly just ended when he succumbed to cancer at
age 70. At least he lived to see the publication of his Robert E. Howard: A Collector’s Descriptive
Bibliography, with Biography (McFarland, 2007), for which Sasser had written the introduction. Chris
Green submits the second letter, commenting, as had Nielsen, on the most appropriate depiction of
Conan. He believes the best artist to be the one who wasn’t necessarily the most representational, but one
whose style exhibited the more exaggerated qualities in common with REH’s own style, such as Jack
Kirby.
REHupan and REH biographer Mark Finn makes his REH: TGR debut with “The Robert E. Howard
Medicine Wheel,” a fanciful but entertaining look at the various aspects of REH’s life and writings
through the prism of Native American symbols, concepts, and animal totems, though he states that his
intent is not to be taken too seriously. He links Kull, Solomon Kane, El Borak, Steve Costigan,
Breckinridge Elkins, and Conan to the totems of the tiger, panther, snake, gorilla, grizzly, and lion
respectively.
Saunders returns with the article “Progeny of Conan,” in which he speculates about the children Conan
might have fathered during his escapades and what lives these scions might have gone on to lead.
Unfortunately, most of the stories he considers, namely “Conan of the Isles,” “The Flame Knife,” “Conan
the Buccaneer,” and “The Return of Conan,” were written or adapted by the pasticheurs L. Sprague de
Camp, Lin Carter, and Bjorn Nyberg. Readers in 2008 would probably not have been interested in such
increasingly irrelevant tales, though these would have seemed less so when the article was written for the
fanzine Amra decades before, but never published.
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REH scholar and boxing expert Brian Leno also makes his first appearance in REH: TGR with an
interesting piece on the boxer and writer Jim Tully, whom Howard admired. Leno draws several parallels
between Tully’s and Howard’s lives and interests, and is of the opinion that the two would have gotten
along well if they had only met. Tully’s supposed autobiography, Beggars of Life, was made into a movie
in Howard’s time, but was far from faithful to the book. In an article about Tully, Sara Haardt is quoted
as writing:
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It amuses him to hear outraged writers crying out that the films have ruined their
stories. How can pictures ruin anything ̶ when they are what they are? The only person
who can hurt a story is the author himself. The picture version ̶ poor or good ̶ of any
story is unimportant; if the story itself is worth anything it will endure in the end.
Leno adds, “Perhaps this something to bear in mind with the upcoming Solomon Kane film.” (p.30) I
must disagree with both of them: the author can hardly be blamed for poor adaptations of his work or
such outright fabrications as have plagued the cinematic treatments of REH’s characters.
Steve Tompkins reappears with another delightful essay, “Black Stranger, White Wolflord or, Not Out
of the Words Yet,” in which he compares REH’s “The Black Stranger” and Karl Edward Wagner’s early
Kane tale “Reflections of the Winter of My Soul,” drawing insightful parallels between the characters and
the wilderness setting of both stories. Well-read and erudite, Tompkins quotes extensively from related
literature and bejewels his prose with distinctive turns of phrase, such as:
If we are correct in suspecting that “The Black Stranger” is at least partially a
Conanization of “The Scarlet Letter,” all of this chastity may be a carryover from
Hawthorne; in any event, the only person doing any lusting in a story that lacks lusters
without being lackluster is Zarono, and his interest in Belesa is as much heraldic as
hymeneal. (p. 40)
Few others have been able to make reading literary criticism such a pleasure, underscoring what a loss his
untimely death in 2009 was to us all. The article won third place for The Cimmerian (Hyrkanian) Award
for Best Essay in 2009.
The issue comes to an end with reviews of the Girasol hardbacks The Weird Writings of Robert E.
Howard (2006) by Nielsen (posthumously) and Paul Sammon’s Conan the Phenomenon (Dark Horse,
2007) by Roehm. Nielsen makes the good point that hardbacks should not be as thick as the Girasol ones
are, because the top of the page ends will tend to pull away from the spine due to their sheer weight.
As Sasser says in his editorial, “this issue has one of the best line-ups of writers and artists ever
assembled for an issue of TGR.” (p. 3) It would be rivaled or surpassed, though, by those of the next two
issues.
Rob Roehm reviewed issue #12 in The Cimmerian Blog on 26 June, 2008, saying “Damon’s product
keeps getting better and better,” noting that is printed on heavy, brilliant white paper. Morgan Holmes
reviewed it in the REHupa Blog on 19 July, 2008, saying “TGR was as good a magazine as any” of those
during the Howard Boom of the 1970s.
The thirteenth issue again premiered at Howard Days 2009, though again dated fall. Damage to his
house during Hurricane Ike had quashed his plans to issue it earlier [6]. Running 52 pages plus covers in
a print run of 250, it featured a front cover painted by Nathan Furman, a back cover by Bob Covington,
and inside covers by Wehrle, plus interior art by Sankner, Richard Pace, Burton, Peters (doing a four-page
portfolio on Sailor Steve Costigan), and Fabian.
After REH’s Steve Harrison story “The Black Moon” (its second appearance), Morgan Holmes returns
with a piece on the Hyperboreans: how Howard portrayed them and how they were incompetently
interpreted by de Camp and Carter (though a story he cites is actually titled “The Witch [not Witches] of
the Mists”). The influence of the pasticheurs has even persisted in recent role-playing and computer
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games. It is clear from the article how well versed both Holmes and Howard were in history and the
details of warfare.

Next in the wings is Rob Roehm, editor of the massive The Collected Poetry of Robert E. Howard
(Robert E. Howard Foundation Press, 2009), which debuted to an enthusiastic reception, doubtless
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surprising to anyone unacquainted with REH’s poetic genius. Roehm describes the long process required
to finally shepherd such a complete collection into print 70 years after fan Robert H. Barlow first
suggested publishing a book of Howard’s poems and 40 years after Glenn Lord’s initial collection Always
Comes Evening (Arkham House, 1957), a process with which Roehm was intimately involved. He traces
Howard’s endeavors in writing and trying to publish his verse, noting that REH professed to hold a low
opinion of his own poetic abilities, though he had loved the genre ever since his mother had read poems to
him as a child. He eventually wrote more than the 712 that survive, and would doubtless had written
more had he not needed to earn a better living than the sale of poetry afforded. His father had repeatedly
tried to publish his poetry posthumously, the small expected return from which may indicate that his
actions at the time were more rooted in his high opinion of his son’s abilities than in a desire or need for
financial recompense, as is sometimes inferred. The essay, “The Long and Winding Road: A Poetic
History,” won a second place Robert E. Howard Foundation (Hyrkanian) Award for Best Essay in 2010.
Frank Coffman next offers a couple more poems of his own in praise of the Texas bard.
Chris Green then contributes an article making interesting comparisons between the sincere natures
and energetic work of REH and the comic book artist and author Jack Kirby, both of whom were pioneers
in their own forms of graphic storytelling. Unfortunately, there are occasional flaws in the article’s
typesetting that afflict all issues of REH: TGR to some degree (though, promisingly, the least so in the
latest one).
Brian Leno returns with a study of the pulp author Harold Lamb’s influence on REH, who was known
to have admired the writer. Indeed, Leno finds not only similarities to, but paraphrases of, Lamb’s stories
in Howard’s crusader tales. The historical knowledge of both authors is evident throughout, REH’s in
fact partly deriving from a history of the crusades by Lamb. More than that, their protagonists have a
depth to their characters that is too often overlooked.
The highlight of the issue is the final assemblage of personal reminiscences and heartfelt paeans to
Steve Tompkins by his fellow REH scholars Rusty Burke, Mark Finn, Leo Grin, Scotty Henderson, Don
Herron, Morgan Holmes, Deuce Richardson, Gary Romeo, Charles Saunders, and Sasser, as well as
blogger Al Harron. Tompkins had died of food poisoning followed by anemia and a heart attack on 23
March, 2009 at the age of 48. Grin explains that:
Steve put his vast array of interests ̶ film, TV, music, and especially reading ̶ at the
very center of his existence, far above his livelihood, his social life, and ultimately his
health. ... It’s tempting to lament that if only Steve had lived a more balanced life he’d
still be here today, but both REH and Steve were defined by their passions, and if you
were to reduce those to less-consuming levels, you’d take away a large part of what
made them so special. (pp. 47 & 48)
All of the contributors are in awe of Tompkins’s extensive erudition, dazzling wit, and seemingly
unique ability to see connections between works, contexts, and milieus that no one had ever observed
before. Some of them comment wryly on his tendency toward dense, undisciplined prose and overuse of
literary allusions, but all agree that, with proper editing and more experience, he would have set a
standard to which other critics and essayists could only aspire. His best work offered “the determined
reader valuable insights, impeccable wordsmithing, and refreshing humor.” (Grin, p. 47) Hopefully
someone will be able to publish a collection of his best work. (But Scotty: “brethren” is plural.)
Bill Cavalier reviewed #13 in the REHupa Blog on 24 May, 2009, calling it “a wonderful mix of
Howard writing, essays, articles and great artwork that should be in the collections of all Howard fans.”
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Morgan Holmes reviewed it in the REHupa Blog on 11 July, 2009, saying: “The magazine continues its
1970s sensibility of mixing article, fiction, and art together but with 21st Century production. The
magazine has been improving the last few years with the addition of color covers and generally upgraded
content. Layout remains good” with no wasted space.
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The latest issue, #14, is dated summer of 2010 with the same cover price ($19.50) but increased page
count (56 plus covers) and decreased print run (200). Peters paints an El Borak scene for the front cover.
For the inside covers, Terry Pavlet draws scenes from “Nekht Semerkeht.” Sankner draws Terence
Vulmea on the back cover. As usual, Sasser provides a good mix of new artists and old favorites, with
Pace, Didier Normand, John Locus, Peters (with a four-page Solomon Kane portfolio), Cavalier,
Kayanan, Covington, Fabian, Krenkel, and Kaluta providing the inside art.
The REH feature is the Bearfield Elston comedy “The Curly Wolf of Sawtooth.”
REHupan David A. Hardy makes his REH: TGR debut with a perceptive article on the psychological
themes in that most psychological of REH’s tales, “Red Nails.” He shows it to be far more than the grim,
bloody fantasy it may superficially appear to be. The story, in fact, reveals an understanding of how
people exist in relation to the savage inner core of man’s nature, which is shaped by his surroundings.
Hardy contrasts the character of Valeria, who, whatever her wild nature, is a child of civilization, with the
character of Conan, who is a “natural man,” savage but in balance with his dangerous environment.
Seeking refuge from a monster in the jungle, Conan and Valeria enter the totally enclosed city of Xuchotl.
Hardy states:
Xuchotl is a character in its own right. The founders of Xuchotl built their city in a
remote jungle, not to partake of nature but to isolate themselves from it. … To complete
their isolation Xuchotlan sorcerers create the very monsters that lurk in the jungles. … If
civilization is the process of man using his knowledge to transcend nature, then Xuchotl
is the pinnacle of civilization. (pp. 15 & 16)
Of course, barbarism vs. civilization is a favorite theme of REH’s, but “Red Nails” goes the furthest of
his stories in depicting the inevitable degeneracy and collapse of civilization. Though feuding tribes have
since conquered the city, even they cannot escape their own savage, hateful nature or the old enemy
whose resurrection dooms them in the end. As Hardy says, “Man cannot escape the reptile inside”
himself (p. 16), comparing the story’s apocalyptic conclusion to the genocide and destruction of World
War II not 10 years after the penning of “Red Nails.” “The monster in the jungle never rests.” (p. 16)
Whole science-fiction novels have been written about situations similar to that in the story, usually set
aboard spaceships on interstellar journeys so long that the passengers have forgotten not only their
mission, but their origins. Howard, however, was there first. Romeo finds parallels in the story to the
Lincoln County War that involved Billy the Kid [7]. One could also see similarities to historical religious
strife, e.g. with the monster representing evil or pagan barbarism, the witch Tascela’s curse symbolizing
original sin, Olmec’s deification of the monster standing for heresy or extremism, and the resurrected
enemy embodying human or divine vengeance. It is the mark of a great writer when his stories can
display multiple levels of meaning or bear many interpretations, some perhaps not even consciously
intended. When will mainstream literary critics pick up on this fact regarding Howard?
Finn is on hand again to exhibit an example of the Howardist activism he has always espoused, in this
case his endeavor to bring REH’s funny boxing stories, which he has long championed, to the general
public by means of an old-time radio acting troupe. He had displayed this on the air and to the attendees
of Howard Days 2006 when he and the other Violet Crown Radio Players brought REH’s story “The
Destiny Gorilla” and Novalyne Price Ellis’s play “Day of the Stranger” to life, complete with costumes
and sound effects. They have done other stories since, as well recording them all on CDs. In his article,
Finn recounts how this all came about and how gratifying it has been to see their efforts win new fans for
Howard’s humorous fiction.
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Brian Murphy is next up with an essay examining the deeper meanings in REH’s first Kull story, “The
Shadow Kingdom.” Ostensibly about the philosophical king’s battle, with the help of his friend Brule the
Pict, to expose an elder race of serpent beings masquerading as humans among his subjects. Murphy
reveals the tale to be almost a fable and commentary on the facades men hide their true selves behind and
the lies they tell to perpetuate such duplicity. Murphy demonstrates Howard’s occupation with and
loathing of such dishonest behavior through quotes from his letters. Murphy further cites REH as an
example of the “Outsider,” a term employed by critic Colin Wilson [8] to describe a type of character in
fiction who rejects orderly, civilized ways as mere masks for stark reality, the latter being actually a
godless, material, meaningless existence. “Human nature and society are fraudulent and debased,”
Murphy says, “because they ignore these truths and seek to conceal them behind the illusion of social
progress.” (p. 31)
Howard would later tend to put such philosophic ruminations deeper into his stories, such as those of
Conan, because he knew that more overt exposition would only undermine the salability of his action
tales. Still, REH himself seems to have been a confirmed existentialist, a thesis first advanced by
Hoffman [9]. Murphy ends with:
Influenced by the foremost philosophers and metaphysicians of his day, Howard’s works
of Kull and in particular “The Shadow Kingdom” are literature wrapped in the trappings
of fantastic action-stories. As an expression of an author groping for the truth of the
human soul, they transcend genre fiction. (p. 36)
In the next article, Simon Sanahujas traces REH’s portrayal of the Picts in his stories, which almost
spanned his entire writing career. Besides showing that they steadily devolve throughout Howard’s
pseudohistory, Sanahujas finds that REH’s sympathy for the race declines with time as well, with a sharp
break in the spring of 1930. Did some event in his life cause Howard to reject the notions of his younger
self?
Leno is on stage again with “It Really Wasn’t a Game: El Borak and the Victorian Cold War,” in
which he quotes several accounts of the “Great Game” of British imperial geopolitics and compares them
to similar incidents in REH’s stories of Francis X. “El Borak” Gordon. As might be expected of such a
self-educated student of history, Howard got by far most of the details of the bloody affairs right in spite
of the relatively few references available to him.
Herron submits “Castrated, but Still Limping Along: The Dark Man 1990-2010,” in which he surveys
the history of that fanzine cum literary journal. As the title indicates, he is unsparing of his criticism of
the erratically formatted and published journal, true to his nature as an incisive polemicist who is, as is
also usually the case, dead on in his assessments. His wry, freewheeling style may not be to everyone’s
taste, but he is certainly never boring or irrelevant. Herron has been consistently critical of academia’s
treatment of such authors as REH, and the often dry content of TDM makes it easy to see why. He singles
out Ed Waterman’s exposure of S. T. Joshi’s lack of knowledge about philosophy in TDM #9 as the high
point of the series.
Issue #14 is brought to a satisfying conclusion by Deuce Richardson’s “Kahan, Castration and a
Seriously Cocked-up Misreading of ‘Marchers of Valhalla.’” Richardson skewers Jeffrey Kahan’s
“‘Marchers of Valhalla,’ Creation, and the Cult of Castration” in TDM, Vol. 5, #1 for making several
etymological and anthropological errors, as well as giving a homoerotic slant to REH’s story for which
there is no basis in Howard’s intentions.
Morgan Holmes reviewed #14 in the REHupa Blog on 12 Aug., 2010.
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In order to inform and stay in closer touch with his readers about fan activities and interests in general,
Sasser started theblackcoastpress Yahoo.com discussion group in 2003. This led to his erection of the
rehtwogunraconteur.com Web site, where he posted articles of interest and sold copies of REH: TGR. To
this he added a blog in January, 2007, which he revamped in 2010 with a classy design by Infocreek. In
his blog, Sasser keeps readers abreast of the latest REH-related publications and activities. He then
expanded this to cover many fantasy-related activities and publications, tributes to individuals, and finally
all manner of Texas-related items about history and of local color. He has even been doing his own
literary criticism [e.g., 10] and documenting his own research, such as his finding that Byron Roark’s
tampering with REH’s wording of “Sword Woman” was even more sweeping that it was with “ThreeBladed Doom” [11] and his discovery of an index card at Greenleaf Cemetery showing that Howard’s
father Isaac had purchased their family’s burial plots, not Howard himself, as has long been supposed
[12].
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur is the oldest fanzine dedicated to REH being published today. Over its 36year history, it has benefited from and contributed to both Howard Booms, documenting the events and
publications involving Howard fandom and providing a unique mix of articles, fiction, and art satisfying
to fans and scholars alike. In this, it has participated in the progression of the best REH fanzines from
mere expressions of fan ardor toward literary journals of Howard scholarship. Sasser has consistently
improved the quality and professionalism of REH: TGR and its associated blog in both appearance and
content, for which he won the Robert E. Howard Foundation (Aquilonian) Award for Outstanding
Achievement, Periodical in 2010.
REH: TGR would still benefit from closer editing and a more readable font. If more readers
contributed letters, it could have a more active letter column. The first four issues sell for about $30 each
and later ones for about $20.
Sasser won third place for The Cimmerian (Hyrkanian) Award for Best Essay [13] about REH’s
typewriter in 2008. He also contributed articles to The Cimmerian journal [14,15] and the REHupa blog
[16] and wrote the introduction, “Barbarians and Indians: The American Frontier meets the Hyborian
Frontier,” for Beyond the Black River (Wildside, 2007). Sasser will be co-Guest of Honor, along with
Dennis McHaney, at Howard Days 2011. He is a member of the Legacy Circle of the Robert E. Howard
Foundation and of REHupa, having produced 23 issues of his fanzine The Shadow Kingdom for the latter
as of February, 2011.
Sasser monitors the Web for REH-related posts via Google Alerts, allowing him to often scoop other
Howardists about important happenings, such as the publishing scams of Francis DiPietro [17] and the
assaults on REH’s reputation by Arnie Fenner [18], Maggie Van Ostrand [19] and Thomas Ellison [20].
Since January, 2010, he has been recruiting REHupan and other scholars like Brian Leno, Rob Roehm,
Patrice Louinet, Barbara Barrett, Amy Kerr , Mark Finn, and Keith Taylor as bloggers, enabling him to
fill the breach left by the demise of The Cimmerian Blog in June, 2010, and in fact to outdo its only real
competitor, the REHupa Blog (rehupa.com) as regards informing Howard fandom and chronicling REHrelated events and scholarship.
As Sasser says in his editorial in REH: TGR #14, it is indeed the best of times to be a Howard fan.
And a vital part of those good times is played by the REH: Two-Gun Raconteur journal and blog. Long
may they continue to do so!
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THE ROBERT E. HOWARD BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY
SOURCES, PART VIII
The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting those
by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by Howard,
such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors). It is in alphabetical order by author
and then by title. The abstract, if any, is in brackets.

The Chronicler of Cross Plains #2
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #8-14
(fanzine series edited and published by Damon C. Sasser)
AUTHOR

REFERENCE

Arney, Timothy W.

“Howard and the Picts” [REH’s & historians’ conceptions thereof] in The
Chronicler of Cross Plains #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.),
pp. 15-18 (fall, 2006)

Burke, Rusty

“To The or Not to The” [correct title of REH’s “Vultures of Wahpeton”] in
The Chronicler of Cross Plains #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Black Coast Press, Spring,
Tex.), p. 52 (fall, 2006)

Collins, Nancy A.

“Of Red-Headed Stepchildren & Cojones: An Appreciation of Robert E.
Howard’s Conan” [Sword & Sorcery vs. High Fantasy & the related
masculinity of REH’s stories, esp. about Conan] in REH: Two-Gun
Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 27-29 (spring,
2006)

Finn, Mark

“The Old Time Radio Adventures of Sailor Steve Costigan” [the Violet Crown
Radio Players troupe & their reenactments of REH stories] in REH: Two-Gun
Raconteur #14, Vol. 1, #14 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 17-25
(summer, 2010)

Finn, Mark

“The Robert E. Howard Medicine Wheel” [animals & symbols as totems
related to REH characters] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #12, Vol. 1, #12
(Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 14-18 (fall, 2008)

Green, Chris

Letter [prefers Conan as rendered by artist Neal Adams rather than by Frank
Frazetta] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #12, Vol. 1, #12 (Black Coast Press,
Spring, Tex.), p. 4 (fall, 2008)

Hardy, David A.

“The Monster in the Jungle: ‘Red Nails’ and the Return of the Repressed”
[conflict between characters, tribes, & the environment in that REH story] in
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #14, Vol. 1, #14 (Black Coast Press, Spring,
Tex.), pp. 15 & 16 (summer, 2010)
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Herridge, Matt

“Red Shadows: The Temptation of Solomon Kane” [comparison of Kane vs.
Le Loup with the temptation of Christ] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #10,
Vol. 1, #10 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 31 & 32 (winter, 2006)

Herron, Don

“Castrated, but Still Limping Along: The Dark Man 1990-2010” [review of the
first 14 issues of that prozine] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #14, Vol. 1, #14
(Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 49-54 (summer, 2010)

Herron, Don

“Two-Gun Bob’s Pulp Saga: A Review” [review of Robert E. Howard:
World’s Greatest Pulpster by Dennis McHaney (McHaney, 2005)] in The
Chronicler of Cross Plains #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.),
pp. 53 & 54 (fall, 2006)

Holmes, Morgan

“The Hyperborean Re-imagined” [examines REH’s probable vision of that
Hyborian kingdom & how it differs from that of pasticheurs] in REH: TwoGun Raconteur #13, Vol. 1, #13 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 11-14
(fall, 2009); = revision of “The Hyperborean Army” in his Forgotten Ages #91,
pp. 1-3 in REHupa Mailing #209 (Feb., 2008); posted at
http://rehtwogunraconteur.com/?page_id=2717

Holmes, Morgan

“Restless Hercules, Wild Planet” [REH’s Almuric & influences on it by other
science fiction] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #8, Vol. 1, #8 (Black Coast
Press, Channelview, Tex.), pp. 33-40 (fall, 2005)

Holmes, Morgan

Review of Conan and the Songs of the Dead (by Joe R. Lansdale; Dark Horse
Comics, 2006) in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #11, Vol. 1, #11 (Black Coast
Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 34 & 35 (summer, 2007)

Leno, Brian

“It Wasn’t Really a Game: El Borak and the Victorian Cold War” [Britain’s
imperialistic “Great Game” in history & literature, incl. REH’s] in REH: TwoGun Raconteur #14, Vol. 1, #14 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 43-48
(summer, 2010)

Leno, Brian

“Jim Tully and Robert E. Howard: Beggars of Life” [bio of Tully, a oncepopular writer admired by REH] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #12, Vol. 1,
#12 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 27-31 (fall, 2008); posted at
http://rehtwogunraconteur.com/?page_id=2707

Leno, Brian

“Kingdoms of Clouds and Moonmist: Casual Observations on the Harold
Lamb Influence in the Crusader Tales of Robert E. Howard” [incl. those of
Cormac Fitzgeoffrey] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #13, Vol. 1, #13 (Black
Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 35-39 (fall, 2009)

Lord, Glenn

“Herbert Klatt” [a friend of REH] in Zarfhanna #35, pp. ?-? in Esoteric Order
of Dagon Mailing #67 (Nov., 1989); reprinted in The Dark Man #1
(Necronomicon Press, West Warwick, R.I.), pp. 24-27 (Aug. 1990); reprinted
as “Herbert Klatt: The Fourth Musketeer” [a friend of REH] in REH: TwoGun Raconteur #8, Vol. 1, #8 (Black Coast Press, Channelview, Tex.), pp.
13-16 (fall, 2005) & in The Man from Cross Plains: A Centennial
Celebration of Two-Gun Bob Howard (ed. Dennis McHaney; Lulu.com,
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2006), pp. 189-196 with a photo of REH drinking beer; & in French as
“Herbert C. Klatt: le quatrième mousquetaire” in Echoes de Cimmerie:
Hommage a Robert E. Howard (ed. Fabrice Tortey; Les Editions de l’Oeil du
Sphinx, Paris), pp. 103-107 with a photo of REH, Vinson, & Smith with
swords (June, 2009)
Melchione, Linda

“How Wide Was The Whole Wide World?” [review of that 1996 movie &
comparisons with REH’s life] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9
(Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 7-9 (spring, 2006)

Murphy, Brian

“Unmasking ‘The Shadow Kingdom’: Kull and Howard as Outsiders” [role of
deception & masked reality in that REH story] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur
#14, Vol. 1, #14 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 31-37 (summer, 2010)

Nielsen, Leon

“The Girasol Facsimile Books” (review of The Weird Writings of Robert E.
Howard (Girasol, yr?) in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #12, Vol. 1, #12 (Black
Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 45 & 46 (fall, 2008)

Nielsen, Leon

“The Image of Conan” [Conan’s appearance as portrayed in REH’s fiction &
by illustrators thereof] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #11, Vol. 1, #11 (Black
Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 14 & 15 (summer, 2007); posted at
http://rehtwogunraconteur.com/?page_id=2702

Nielsen, Leon

Letter [reviews REH:TGR #11 & comments on horned helmets] in REH:
Two-Gun Raconteur #12, Vol. 1, #12 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), p. 4
(fall, 2008)

Poore, Ann

“Forbidden Mirrors: Reflections on Robert E. Howard” [from a girl’s
viewpoint discovering his writings] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #9, Vol. 1,
#9 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 21-22 (spring, 2006)

Richardson, Deuce

“Kahan, Castration and a Seriously Cocked-up Misreading of ‘Marchers of
Valhalla’” [review of Jeffrey Kahan’s “’Marchers of Valhalla,’ Creation, and
the Cult of Castration” in The Dark Man, Vol. 5, #1] in REH: Two-Gun
Raconteur #14, Vol. 1, #14 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 55 & 56
(summer, 2010)
“An Atlantean Book Burning” [Lin Carter’s editing of REH’s Kull stories] in
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #11, Vol. 1, #11 (Black Coast Press, Spring,
Tex.), pp. 11-13 (summer, 2007)

Roehm, Rob

Roehm, Rob

“Conan the Phenomenon ̶ 75 Years in the Making” [review of Paul Sammon’s
Conan the Phenomenon (pub? yr?)] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #12, Vol.
1, #12 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 46 & 47 (fall, 2008)

Roehm, Rob

“The Long and Winding Road: A Poetic History” [REH’s career as a poet &
the history of the publication of his poems] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur
#13, Vol. 1, #13 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 15-23 (fall, 2009); =
expansion of untitled article in his Onion Taps #25, 4 pp. in REHupa Mailing
#214 (Dec., 2008)
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Romeo, Gary

“Soulless and Deadly” [historical basis for REH’s “Vultures of Wahpeton” in
The Chronicler of Cross Plains #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Black Coast Press, Spring,
Tex.), pp. 47-51 (fall, 2006)

Rosson, Jennifer

“Robert E. Howard: Barbarian & Neighbor” [REH’s personality as reflected in
his fiction] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9 (Black Coast Press,
Spring, Tex.), pp. 31-33 (spring, 2006)

Salley, Doris J.

“Howard Who? …” [reminiscences of a lifelong reader of REH] in REH:
Two-Gun Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 2324 (spring, 2006)

Salmonson, Jessica
Amanda

“Dark Agnes: A Critical Overview of Robert E. Howard’s ‘Sword Woman’”
[& of “Blades for France”] in American Fantasy #1, Vol. 1, #1 (Pacific Press,
place? [Clark says Chicago], 1982), pp. 4-6 with photo of REH (Feb., 1982);
reprinted without photo in “Robert E. Howard: 1906-1936” by Thomas Ligotti
in Twentieth Century Literary Criticism #8 (ed. Sharon K. Hall; Gale
Research Co., Detroit, 1982), pp. 137 & 138, & in REH: Two-Gun
Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 11-15 [omitted
p. 13 laid in] (spring, 2006); posted at http://www.violetbooks.com/
swordwoman.html

Sanahujas, Simon

“From Bran Mak Morn to ‘Beyond the Black River’: The Evolution of the
Picts in Robert E. Howard’s Fiction” in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #14, Vol.
1, #14 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 39-41 (summer, 2010)

Sasser, Damon C.

“The Swift and the Doomed: The Corruption of the Short Version of ‘ThreeBladed Doom’” [comparison of REH’s manuscript with Byron Roark’s rewrite
in REH: Lone Star Fictioneer #4 & The “New” Howard Reader #7] in The
Shadow Kingdom #8, pp. 3-14 in REHupa Mailing #200 (Aug., 2006);
reprinted in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #10, Vol. 1, #10 (Black Coast Press,
Spring, Tex.), pp. 13-23 (winter, 2006); posted minus appendix of Other
Changes at http://rehtwogunraconteur.com/?page_id=2743

Sasser, Damon C.,
Burke, Rusty,
Finn, Mark,
Grin, Leo,
Henderson, Scotty,
Herron, Don,
Holmes Morgan,
Richardson, Deuce,
Romeo, Gary, &
Saunders, Charles R.

“The Mighty Revelator Passes: Tributes and Final Farewells to Steve
Tompkins” [bio & reminiscences by his friends of that REH scholar & essayist
on fantasy lit] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #13, Vol. 1, #13 (Black Coast
Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 44-52 (fall, 2009)

Saunders, Charles R.

“Progeny of Conan” [known & possible children of Conan] in REH: TwoGun Raconteur #12, Vol. 1, #12 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 19-21
(fall, 2008)
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Saunders, Charles R.

“Reflections on Hyborian Africa” [REH’s knowledge of Africa as reflected in
his fiction] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #11, Vol. 1, #11 (Black Coast
Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 9 & 10 (summer, 2007)

Sheaffer, Scott

Review of The Moon of Skulls (by REH; Wildside, 2005) in REH: Two-Gun
Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 34 & 35
(spring, 2006)

Street, Danny

“Blooming Madness and Death” [the Lotus in reality, mythology, history,
religion, & the writings of REH & others] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #11,
Vol. 1, #11 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 21-33 (summer, 2007)

Street, Danny

“A Dark Gray Heritage: A Collective Study of Robert E. Howard’s
Cimmerians,” Part One in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #7, Vol. 1, #7 (Black
Coast Press, Channelview, Tex.), pp. 25-33 (spring, 2005) & Part Two in
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #8, Vol. 1, #8 (Black Coast Press, Channelview,
Tex.), pp. 23-31 (fall, 2005) = revision of “A Dark, Gray Heritage” in
Isaacson’s Legacy, Vol. 1, #2, pp. 4-44 in REHupa Mailing #178 (Dec., 2002)

Szumskyj, Benjamin

“For the Love of Robert E. Howard” [survey of females in REH fandom] in
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #9, Vol. 1, #9 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.),
p. 25 (spring, 2006)

Tompkins, Steven

“‘Black Stone’ in a Red Setting: Howard’s Midsummer Night’s Dream”
[literary & historical influences on REH’s “The Black Stone”] in REHEAPA,
Vision, Gryphons, Nothing and the Night #5, 22 pp. (summer, 2003); reprinted
in The Chronicler of Cross Plains #2, Vol. 1, #2 (Black Coast Press, Spring,
Tex.), pp. 31-40 (fall, 2006)

Tompkins, Steven

“Black Stranger, White Wolflord or, Not Out of the Woods Yet” [comparison
of REH’s “The Black Stranger” & Karl Edward Wagner’s Kane story
“Reflections for the Winter of My Soul”] in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #12,
Vol. 1, #12 (Black Coast Press, Spring, Tex.), pp. 33-43 (fall, 2008); posted at
http://rehtwogunraconteur.com/?page_id=2773

Tompkins, Steven

“Green Roaring Tides of the Atlantean Sea: Kull’s Emerald Epic” [role of the
sea & the legend of Atlantis in the fiction of REH & others, esp. about Kull] in
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #10, Vol. 1, #10 (Black Coast Press, Spring,
Tex.), pp. 33-42 (winter, 2006)
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